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Abstract We present an extensive survey of methods

for recognizing human interactions and propose a method

for predicting rendezvous areas in observable and unob-

servable regions using sparse motion information. Ren-

dezvous areas indicate where people are likely to interact

with each other or with static objects (e.g., a door, an

information desk or a meeting point). The proposed

method infers the direction of movement by calculating

prediction lines from displacement vectors and temporally

accumulates intersecting locations generated by prediction

lines. The intersections are then used as candidate ren-

dezvous areas and modeled as spatial probability density

functions using Gaussian Mixture Models. We validate

the proposed method to predict dynamic and static ren-

dezvous areas on real-world datasets and compare it with

related approaches.

Keywords Human interactions � Motion prediction �
Behavior understanding � Crowd analysis � Gaussian

mixture models

1 Introduction

An interaction occurs ‘‘when two or more people or things

communicate with or react to each other’’.1 We consider an

interaction to involve people reacting to each other and

coordinating their behavior (movements) with respect to a

common interest, for example a meeting point or an inci-

dent. Interactions among two or more people (or between a

person and an object) are characterized by where and when.

Neither the exact location nor the time are specified in the

above definition. In fact, a reaction among people occurs

only when specific movements and spatio-temporal con-

ditions are simultaneously acknowledged. Therefore, the

concept of when is a direct consequence of where, and vice

versa. In order to recognize such interactions, we need to

describe a meaningful set of features that can highlight

coordinated behaviors and validate them over time.

The existence of a common interest among people in a

scene can be defined based on relationships among people

and rendezvous areas in (or just outside) the image. When

two people are approaching a common location the ren-

dezvous area will be the location where these people are

likely to interact (Fig. 1). The meaning of rendezvous areas

is supported by the fourth law of Gestalt, the law of com-

mon fate [36]. This law refers to the directional lines that

people perceive through a design or layout. These lines are

not explicitly represented, but are perceived from the

dynamics of the design. If two people are moving towards

the same destination, based on their pose it is possible to

create a virtual directional line, which is known as the law

of common fate, and their pose can be used to infer their

future path [67]. This concept is also employed by painters
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when they depict a scenario with two important objects

aiming at or moving towards a common point of interest.

Rendezvous areas can be static or dynamic. When the

movement of objects shows common interest with respect

to points, the agreement about their importance is globally

verified among the involved objects. If movements are

involved, a possible way to understand whether points are

of attention is by considering them as attractors for the

interested objects. The surrounding objects keep spatio-

temporal relationships with the points and, for this reason,

the importance of these points may be determined when the

objects attempt to spatially interact with them. These

regions of interest can be used to predict whether people

are moving to forbidden areas, to study evacuation plans or

to automatically locate areas where advertisements or

passenger information can be displayed.

In this paper, we survey state-of-the-art methods for the

recognition of human interactions. Moreover, we propose a

method for the prediction of (dynamic and static) rendez-

vous areas that uses frame-by-frame object motion to infer

prediction lines to determine candidate convergence loca-

tions [53]. Dynamic rendezvous areas require a short buffer

to collect candidate convergence locations. Static rendez-

vous areas are calculated offline by spatio-temporal inte-

gration of the dynamic rendezvous areas. Smooth and

continuous prediction of rendezvous areas are inferred by

fitting Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) on candidate

convergence locations. Both object motion estimation and

GMMs can be implemented in real time [22, 58].

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes

state-of-the-art methods for the recognition of human

interactions. Section 3 introduces and motivates the prob-

lem of predicting human interactions. Section 4 presents

the proposed approach for predicting human interactions

and in Sect. 6 we validate the method. Section 7 draws the

conclusions and discusses future research directions.

2 Interaction analysis: taxonomy and survey

In this section, we describe state-of-the-art methods to

recognize human interactions. Figure 2 summarizes the

methods presented in this section.

2.1 Global vs. individual motion

The recognition of interactions in video streams is highly

dependent on the scale of observation (e.g., global or

individual).

Global refers to methods that infer interactions not

relying on descriptors of independent entities in the scene

(e.g., objects, people), but characterizing over time salient

scene elements (e.g., interest points, moving patches).

These methods are usually applied in the case of high-

density crowds or challenging view-points (e.g., with

multiple occlusions). These methods can be directly used

for detecting global interactions such as panic situations

[61], or can be clustered to detect more specific (local)

interactions such as a fight [47]. Global motion patterns are

usually computed at frame level based on variations of

intensities (or their derivatives) between a few consecutive

frames.

Individual refers to methods that infer interactions

relying on motion patterns extracted for each object in the

scene (e.g., trajectories). Individual motion patterns use

object models that are matched frame-by-frame to find

correspondences over long periods of time. Individual

motion patterns can be directly used for detecting inter-

actions such as one-to-one interactions, groupings and

group interactions [5, 43], or to detect body parts to infer

detailed interactions, such as the engagement of individuals

within a group (e.g., conversations) [37].

2.2 Frame-based methods

Frame-based methods can be based on global or local

patterns. Global patterns directly employ the estimated

motion calculated in a frame to infer interaction properties.

Methods based on local patterns process the estimated

motion in order to reduce it into clusters each containing

uniform motion characteristics (e.g., direction or magni-

tude) before inferring interaction properties.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 1 Conceptual representation of the assumptions used for the

localization of rendezvous areas. In two different scenarios the same

assumptions can be used to localize different centers of attention.

a People that are meeting to get on the train, b two people meeting to

sit on the same bench, c two people with the same direction towards

the information desk and d two people that are meeting at the arrivals

of the airport
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2.2.1 Global patterns

Motion patterns can be globally extracted using techniques

based on optical flow [42] or with single-frame descriptors

extracted within spatio-temporal volumes such as cuboids

[34].

Using optical flow, motion patterns can be extracted for

specific intervals of time by using the particle advection

approach [45]. Particle advection involves a grid of parti-

cles on the image plane. Each particle accumulates the

optical flow in its neighborhood to characterize local

motion to enable the characterization of panic situations,

such as blocking (i.e., people moving in different direc-

tions blocking each other), lanes (i.e., large flows of people

moving in opposite directions), bottleneck (i.e., people

converging on common (narrow) locations), ring

(i.e., coordinated circular flow of a crowd) or fountainhead

(i.e., people diverging from a location) [61].

An alternative to particle advection is modeling crowd

motion as a viscous fluid followed by an analysis based on

the combination of a spatio-temporal variation fluid field

(i.e., local pixel fluctuations) and a spatio-temporal viscous

force field (i.e., relationships among different local fluc-

tuations) [62]. The degree of individuals acting as a union

within dense moving crowds can be studied by quantifying

collectiveness [72]. Using optical flow, it is also possible to

automatically detect reoccurring motion patterns such as

congestion situations, which are due to the lateral oscilla-

tions of people’s torsos [31]. These oscillations are the

result of low velocities of people in congested crowds and

can be identified by computing symmetry measures from

histograms of optical flow vectors.

Interacting people can act as a whole when they have a

common interest. For example, a ball in a basketball match

(or soccer) can be assumed to be the object that most of the

players are interacting with and by extracting the regions of

motion convergence of the players, it is possible to predict

the location of the ball [29, 53]. Specifically, regions of

convergence can be either obtained by extending the direc-

tion of the motion vectors and calculating their intersections

[53], or by computing the convergence on a dense motion

field, which can in turn be obtained by applying a spline-

interpolation method on player’s tracks [29]. Interactions are

also analyzed to detect abnormal events, such as panic situ-

ations [13, 45, 54]. When the particle advection method is

used [45], in the accumulation point of each particle, the

Social Force Model (SFM) [25] can be applied and interac-

tion forces can be analyzed to detect panic behaviors gen-

erated by sudden variations in human interactions.

2.2.2 Local patterns

The global motion can be spatio-temporally clustered (or

segmented) in order to infer more specific interactions. For

video stream

global local individual body parts

input

scale of observation

application

frame based object based

panic
regions of 

interest
structure G-G 

interaction
H-O 

interaction
H-H 

interaction
focus of 
attention

group 
engagement

feature 
extraction

results

- optical flow 
- particle advection 
- fluid field

- Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi 
- optical flow

- optical flow 
- spline-interpolated 
trajectories 
- fluid field

- optical flow 
- people tracking

- Streaklines 
- people tracking 
- background 
subtraction

- people tracking 
- Streaklines 

- face tracking 
- detection of sight 
orientation 

- people tracking 
- head pose detection 
- interest-point 
detection 

references

- detect crowd blocking, 
bottleneck, circular 
flow, fountainhead 
- detect variations of 
crow behavior (e.g. 
walk vs. evacuate)

Su13, Solmaz12, 
Raghavendra11, 
Mehran09

Su13, Poiesi10, Kim10 Zhou13, Ali07 Chang11, Chen11 Chen13, Nayak13, 
SanMiguel12

Chen13, Nayak13, 
Solera13, Mazzon13, 
Jin12, Taj12, 
Calderara12, Bazzani12, 
Sochman11, Suk11, 
Cristani11, Pellegrini09

Fathi12 Li13

- detect object locations 
(e.g. ball in sport)

- measure crowd 
collectiveness 
- crowd segmentation

- detection of crowd 
merging, splitting, 
changing motion 
- prediction of group 
formations, dispersion, 
chasing, following

- detection of people 
falling, exchange bags, 
abandoned objects, and 
loading, unloading and 
opening a trunk.

- detection of groups of 
people, people meeting, 
splitting, going together, 
stop-and-chat, fighting

- detection of social 
roles within a 
conversation (e.g. 
dialogue, monologue, 
discussion)

- detect participants 
within a group of 
students

Fig. 2 Summary of interaction recognition approaches. Each approach includes information about feature extraction methods, examples of

results and references. Key G–G Group–Group, H–O Human–Object, H–H Human–Human
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example, Streaklines, a clustering method for flow fields,

can be integrated with particle advection for a more

accurate analysis of spatial changes in the particle flow to

capture sudden motion variations [46]. After applying the

SFM to the Streaklines, a set of features learned with

Support Vector Machine (SVM) can be employed to dis-

criminate between normal and abnormal behaviors, and to

localize convergence and divergence regions of motion in

panic situations. Moreover, Streaklines enable the analysis

of two-person interactions (e.g., fighting, shaking hands) or

between individuals and objects (e.g., a person loading a

trunk or entering in a vehicle) [47]. Such analysis is

achieved by temporally segmenting Streaklines with the

Helmholtz decomposition and spatially with K-means

clustering by using Procruster distance.

Spatial clustering can also be applied directly on the

optical flow to detect large groups and to study how they

interact [11]. The orientation, position, size and displace-

ment of groups are used to model force fields. In particular,

the size is used to provide a degree of importance to the

groups: the bigger the size, the more representative the

group. This type of modeling enables the detection and

prediction of interactions (e.g., merging, splitting) among

groups relying on sudden variations in the direction of their

movements. In order to improve the reliability of the

method, the temporal consistency of group clusters can be

employed by associating neighboring cluster centroids over

time [3]. A temporally consistent motion can be used to

detect typical motion patterns and dynamic motion patterns

(i.e., position, relative distances among groups, velocities,

orientations) can be classified and, similarly to [11], can be

used to detect interactions such as merging, splitting or

evacuation.

2.3 Object-based methods

Object-based methods for recognizing interactions use

individual patterns or body parts. Individual patterns define

spatial locations that can be computed using trackers. Body

parts are used to infer details of people such as gaze or

pose.

2.3.1 Individual patterns

Methods for detecting interactions based on individual

motion patterns rely on automatic detection and tracking

algorithms [2, 8, 14, 51, 65] or on manually annotated

(ground truth) trajectories [43, 59, 63].

Automatically generated trajectories can be used to

localize groups of people [9, 17, 51, 52]. On the one hand,

groups can be treated as latent variables that are calculated

from joint-trajectory information [52]. Interactions are

modeled with a third-order Conditional Random Field

(CRF), which considers reflexivity, symmetry and transi-

tivity. These properties are learned using color and motion

features. On the other hand, interactions can be modeled

with the proxemic theory [8, 24]. Firstly, candidate inter-

acting people are extracted by checking whether every pair

of trajectories has 30 % of locations within the interaction

boundaries defined by the proxemic theory [15]. Then,

interactions are detected by analyzing similarities among

proxemic distances and employing Needleman–Wunsch

algorithm to obtain the final solution [48]. This algorithm is

used because it is robust to fragmented trajectories. Inter-

actions can also be studied at group level, where group

interactions (e.g., dispersion, formation, following, meet-

ing of groups) can be modeled using single models for each

type of interaction, as a probabilistic grouping strategy

applied to track pairs and solved with a graph-based

approach [9]. The measurements for the group models are

the distance between each pair of individuals, velocity and

track history. The approach also employs a model for

predicting people’s locations in order to enable real-time

processing of interactions. Furthermore, interactions can be

modeled as sub-interactions to recognize complex activi-

ties. Sub-interactions are assumed to be continuous unin-

terrupted activities and their combination leads to a more

flexible approach to model behavior changes and is more

adaptable to different contexts [63, 65]. For example, it is

possible to consider interactions between different subjects

such as cars and people [68]. Sub-interactions (e.g., cars

stopping, cars turning right, pedestrians crossing a street)

are defined in order to detect abnormal interactions such as

jay-walking. Since the motion caused by the same type of

sub-interactions often co-occur in the same video, the

features of moving objects are treated as words in hierar-

chical Bayesian models. When people interact, sequences

of sub-interactions can be observed such as two individuals

approaching a common location then meet and go sepa-

rately, or approaching then meet and go together. These are

example of interactions with minor variations in the tem-

poral evolution of the action. In order to detect these sub-

interactions, Coupled Hidden Markov Models (CHMM)

are employed [49]. Alternatively, sub-interactions can be

combined with a modified factorial HMM [63]. The

method utilizes a network of dynamic probabilistic models

(NDPM) for the representation of complex patterns with a

combination of simple sub-interaction models. With

NDPM, the extension to new complex interactions can be

simply made by constructing new dynamic models and

linking them to the main system. This favors the extension

of the overall model in the case of newly modeled sub-

interactions.

Annotated sequences are also used to demonstrate the

validity of interaction models [43, 59, 60, 63]. The online

inference of groups of people can be performed by using an
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iterative algorithm for error minimization based on SFM

[59]. This method introduces a group force into the SFM in

order to model human interactions within the same group.

The algorithm predicts locations of people using the SFM

with and without the group force, and calculates the loca-

tion error with respect to real observations. People who

provide a small error when the group force is taken into

account are considered to be interacting. This algorithm

fails when people not belonging to the same group are

close to each other. Heuristics can improve the group

recognition reliability [43] when people cross a group and

people approach a group of stationary people to become

part of it. Alternatively, groups can be detected using a

Structural Support Vector Machine (S-SVM) classifier

[60]. The learning framework exploits annotated data to

deduce a sociologically motivated distance measure pro-

posed by Hall’s proxemics [15, 24] and Granger’s causality

[21]. Proxemics can also be used to define social con-

straints embedded in models operating in a feature space

defined by the location and velocity of each person in each

frame [69]. If groups are represented as components of a

mixture model, and people are seen as observations for the

mixture model, then a Dirichlet Process Mixture Model can

be employed for group detection. Groups of interacting

people can be associated to group activities, such as roles

in sports [33]. Annotated trajectories are used to get target

locations and to enable reliable extraction of Histogram of

Oriented Gradients (HOG) [16] from the bounding boxes to

infer individual social roles. Social roles are then distin-

guished into unary and pairwise. Unary roles define the

social properties of each individual, whereas pairwise roles

define the dependencies between pairs of individuals. Their

combination is used to detect activities during a game: a

defender defends against an attacker (man-marking),

defenders defend space or against an attack play.

2.3.2 Body parts

Human interactions are also studied by looking at body-

poses, such as head pose [14, 37] or gaze [19]. For

example, people’s trajectories along with head orientation

are automatically computed to detect interactions by a

statistical analysis of F-formations [14]. The concept of F-

formation, as defined by Adam Kendon, states that: ‘‘an F-

formation arises whenever two or more people sustain a

spatial and orientational relationship in which the space

between them is one to which they have equal, direct, and

exclusive access’’ [27]. F-formations can be detected based

on Hough voting [35] by weighting the extracted features

(person location and head orientation) in order to provide

locations on the image plane for candidate interactions.

Head poses can also be exploited to understand group

interactions in a conversation and can be inferred using two

types of time-varying descriptors: per-agent descriptors

that encode the appearance and/or motion of each indi-

vidual, and relative pairwise descriptors that encode the

appearance and/or motion of each individual jointly to

another [37]. The method uses features from trajectories to

locate people (e.g., position, velocity, acceleration, histo-

gram of flow) and appearance descriptors (e.g., HOG [16],

SIFT [41]) to model the interactions, and the recognition is

performed using a combination of sub-interactions. From a

first-person view (i.e., glasses with embedded camera)

detection and tracking of faces can be used to infer the 3D

gaze directions [19]. 3D gaze directions enable detection of

the focus of attention (common location of gaze) of people

and, along with the head locations and movements, to

identify social roles within a group. The method is based

on Markov Random Fields (MRF), and relies on the like-

lihood that a person is looking in a certain location of the

3D space given where the other faces are looking. Alter-

natively, the head pose information can be modeled by

representing the visual field of a person inside a scene with

a 3D polyhedron. By looking at the overlap of visual fields

of candidate interacting people it is possible to infer whe-

ther social interactions are occurring [17].

2.4 Datasets

Datasets for the study of human interactions may contain

crowds ranging from high-density to low-density. Chaquet

et al. [10] presented a survey on datasets for people’s

actions and activity recognition, and Borges et al. [5] a

survey on human behavior understanding. However, both

papers list datasets that do not contain high-density

(crowded) scenes. We present a list of datasets that range

from mid- to high-density scenes (Table 1) and categorize

them into outdoor, indoor and both.

Outdoor datasets include Student003 that is [59]

composed of one clip of 5,400 frames to study social

interactions (group formations). Manual annotations of

people’s locations and groups are available. The BIWI

Walking Pedestrian dataset is also used to study

social interactions [52] and consists of two clips composed

of 12,974 and 19,350 frames. Manual annotations of peo-

ple’s locations and groups are available for both datasets.

CoffeeBreak serves for checking the ability in detecting

social interactions (i.e., people chatting). The dataset is

captured by two cameras and annotations of two sequences

indicating groups present in the scenes are provided [14].

PETS2009 is also used to detect panic situations as well

as group interactions (e.g., merging or splitting) [62].

Manual annotations of people’s locations and interactions

are available. Friends Meet is used to study social

interactions [2]. The dataset is composed of 28 synthetic

clips of 200 frames each and 15 real clips of different
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lengths (between 30 and 90 s). Manual annotations of

people’s locations and interactions are available. MPR is

provided by the Mock Prison Riot and contains group

interactions (gang activities), such as agitated arguments,

fights, contraband exchanges [9]. BEHAVE is used to detect

interactions (e.g., approach, meet, split, chase, fight, etc.)

among several people (e.g., around four or five) and con-

sists of four clips from two different views. Manual

annotations of people’s locations and interactions are pro-

vided. UT interaction in used to detect interactions

(e.g., hand shaking, hugging, kicking, etc.) between two or

four people [55] and consists of 20 clips with different

backgrounds, scales and illuminations. Manual annotations

exists for the type and location of the interactions. CASIA

is used for the detection of interactions between two indi-

viduals (e.g., rob, fight, follow, follow and gather, etc.)

[26]. VIRAT is an outdoor dataset recorded from both

ground and aerial cameras and contains interactions

between human–object (e.g., a person closing a trunk or

entering in a vehicle) and human–human (e.g., two people

loading a trunk) [47]. Manual annotations of the location

and type of interactions are provided. DARPA Mind’s

Eye contains both human–object and human–human

interactions. ISSIA is a soccer dataset recorded from

multiple cameras [66]. Annotations of people’s locations

are provided for a 2-min clip.

Indoor datasets include The Train Station that is

used to study collective human behaviors [71] and consists

of a clip composed of 50,010 frames along with

precomputed trajectories. JAIST is used to study group

interactions indoors [12]. Manual annotations of people’s

locations and interactions are available. Harmes contains

pedestrians walking through a corridor with a bottleneck at

the end of the corridor. The scene is recorded in laboratory

conditions using two overhead cameras with a small

overlapping field of view [31]. APIDIS is a basketball

sport dataset recorded from multiple cameras [12]. Manual

annotations and detections of people’s locations are

provided.

Both outdoor and indoor datasets include The Col-

lective Motion Database [72] that consists of 413

video clips from 62 crowded scenes and each clip has

around 100 frames along with precomputed trajectories.

Clips to study human behaviors are included in Getty-

images, BBC Motion Gallery, Thought Equity Motion or

Youtube as done in [61]). The UMN dataset is used to study

interactions in order to detect panic situations [45]. It is a

single clip composed of sub-clips and the annotations are

related to the events of panic situations.

3 The role of rendezvous areas for the prediction

of human interactions

3.1 Social reasoning

Features measuring interpersonal distances (proxemics) and

their relative variations over time are key for the study of

Table 1 Summary of available datasets for interaction analysis

Name Link H-GT I-GT A

Outdoor Student003 http://cmp.felk.cvut.cz/*sochmj1/ U U

BIWI Walking Pedestrian http://www.vision.ee.ethz.ch/datasets/index.en.html U U

CoffeeBreak http://profs.sci.univr.it/*cristanm/datasets/CoffeeBreak/index.html U U U

PETS2009 http://www.cvg.rdg.ac.uk/PETS2009/a.html U U

Friends Meet http://www.iit.it/en/datasets/fmdataset.html U U

MPR http://www.mockprisonriot.org/ U

BEHAVE http://groups.inf.ed.ac.uk/vision/BEHAVEDATA/INTERACTIONS/ U U

UT http://cvrc.ece.utexas.edu/SDHA2010/Human_Interaction.html U

VIRAT http://www.viratdata.org/ U

DARPA Mind’s Eye http://www.visint.org/datasets U

ISSIA http://www.ino.it/home/spagnolo/Dataset.html U

Indoor Train Station http://www.ee.cuhk.edu.hk/*xgwang/grandcentral.html U

JAIST http://www.jaist.ac.jp/*chen-fan/multivision/jaistmvsdb.html U U U

Harmes http://goo.gl/yu82B5 U

APIDIS http://www.apidis.org/Dataset/ U U

Both Collective Motion Database http://mmlab.ie.cuhk.edu.hk/archive/project/collectiveness/dataset.htm U

UMN http://mha.cs.umn.edu/Movies/ U

Websites last accessed: April 2014

H-GT ground-truth locations of people, I-GT ground-truth of interactions, A automatically precomputed trajectories or detections
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social interactions. When people share a space and maintain

it over time, their reciprocal distance and body orientation

can be used to understand when they are interacting. These

spatio-orientational arrangements (formations) require the

cooperation of all participants. Proxemic theory [24] and

formation models (e.g., F-formation) [28] are in fact used in

computer vision to infer people’s behaviors by means of

spatio-temporal features. Both theories consider spatial

layers around each individual to define spaces of interac-

tions each of which has a sociological meaning. When

people interact they need to traverse these layers. For

example, in an F-formation if a person wants to join an

ongoing group, they have to be in the p-space (i.e., area

where the participant’s bodies and also personal things such

as handbags are placed) and seek to join the group, then the

other participants have to alter their spacing in order to let

the individual be part of the group.

In a dynamic environment, where there are no current

formations, future participants will generate formations to

interact (e.g., communicate). In a simple structured sce-

nario with no obstacles, the formation will take place in an

area chosen by the participants such that the effort spent to

get there is minimum (shortest path). We exploit this idea

in real scenarios in order to find candidate areas of group

formations (rendezvous areas) before the formations occur.

3.2 Rendezvous areas for tracking and social analysis

Areas where people consistently tend to converge are likely

to be locations of interactions (e.g., group formations). We

will show how areas of interactions (rendezvous areas)

enable inference of structures in both visible and non-vis-

ible areas (i.e., outside the field of view of a camera). The

approach we present in Sect. 4 is a simple but effective

idea that allows one to automatically infer dynamic (tem-

porary) goals or static (highly likely) areas where, for

example, failures can occur.

Different applications with time-critical constraints can

benefit from a method capable of detecting rendezvous

areas. Liu et al. [40] exploit focus areas to improve people

tracking. In these areas the density of people is expected to

be high, and it is more likely that tracking failures occur.

Their tracking approach is based on a graph network and

trajectories are inferred with the optimal solution that

associates all the detections in a video sequence. The focus

areas are used to predict people’s motion in order to activate

procedures for avoiding failures. Motion prediction meth-

ods often use manually labeled goals to meet the assump-

tion that people have goals driving their motion and future

movements (� 0:4 s) can then be inferred as a function of

these goals [51]. Also, prediction methods generally assume

that moving people do not abruptly change their velocity or

locations [4]. This can be valid for short-term predictions,

but it is not always valid for longer ones ([1 s), especially

in panic situations or mid-density crowds. A long-term

prediction can enable the actuation of preemptive systems

for the reinforcement of target features, for example, by

strengthening the color feature model before the occurrence

of an occlusion in order to perform track re-association in

the case of a failure. However, to the best of our knowledge,

explicit long-term predictive models have not yet been

extensively employed for the unsupervised inference of

areas of likely tracking failures.

Crowd simulation algorithms aim to achieve real-time

performance by employing prediction of people’s locations

in order to infer likely collisions [70]. Simulators usually

provide a set of candidate people states that represent their

locations and velocities. The states that are more likely not

to cause collisions ahead of time are selected by the algo-

rithm. Moreover, socially aware robots have to be capable

of understanding social behaviors in order to integrate

themselves into human-populated environments [30]. For

example, Papadakis et al. [50] introduced a social mapping

that models context-dependent human spatial interactions.

Authors represent the social space as a probability density

map and, using isocontours, they define zones where people

interact (social zones). The navigation of robots in socially

aware environments can embed predictive models of

interactions to improve online path planning methods in

social spaces. Most of the methods surveyed in Sect. 2 are

formulated as offline or buffered [8, 15], and are not suitable

for time-critical applications, whereas those online are still

in an early stage [43]. The computation of rendezvous areas

can allow one to infer people’s ‘‘intentions’’ for group

formations and can be performed with a delay shorter than

the time to the event. The intention can then be validated

using the observed tracks. Moreover, an interaction locali-

zation approach composed of prediction and update stages

would allow one to achieve robustness to noise. Similarly to

the linear evolution model of a particle filter, the more

generic the prediction model, the more applicable it is to

different scenarios.

4 Prediction of human interactions

We exploit motion orientation to predict rendezvous areas,

i.e., the areas where people are expected to meet or to

approach a specific object such as a door, a bench or a

kiosk.

4.1 Prediction of rendezvous areas

Let V ¼ v1;T be a video sequence of length T frames and

Pt ¼ fpt
ng

Nt

n¼1 be the set of Nt people’s locations at time t,
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where pt
n is the nth individual. Let /t

i ¼ ðxt
i; y

t
i; u

t
i; v

t
iÞ be the

generic ith displacement vector between two consecutive

frames, vt�1 and vt, defined as a four-vector component

where ðxt
i; y

t
iÞ is the position and ðut

i; v
t
iÞ represents the

components along horizontal and vertical axes, respec-

tively. We denote the set of displacement vectors as

Ut ¼ f/t
ig

It

i¼1, where It is the total number of displacement

vectors at time t. Ideally Nt ¼ It, but problems of occlu-

sions and mis-detected or false-positive targets may lead to

Nt 6¼ It. Displacement vectors can be calculated through

optical flow [64] or with multi-target tracking algorithms

[1].

Let us consider the people’s motion direction as the

extension of the displacement vector. Given the set

Ut, we extend the direction using prediction lines [53].

We define a prediction line that lies on each /t
i, such

that

bt
i;1 ¼ ~xt

i

ct
i;1 ¼ ~yt

i

bt
i;2 ¼ ~xt

i þ ~ut
i

ct
i;2 ¼ ~yt

i þ ~vt
i;

8
>><

>>:

ð1Þ

where bt
i;1; b

t
i;2; c

t
i;1; c

t
i;2 are the parameters that define the

straight line passing through two points. For each con-

structed prediction line we consider the segment that

belongs to the position of the displacement vectors onward

with respect to its orientation. Figure 3 shows representa-

tions of displacement vector extensions.

A rendezvous area is at the convergence of multiple

extended directions of people’s motion. Prediction lines are

utilized for the localization of rendezvous areas. Let us

define Wt ¼ fwt
jg

Jt

j¼1 as the set of Jt intersections at time t,

where wt
j ¼ ðx̂t

j; ŷ
t
jÞ is the jth intersection of two prediction

lines and x̂t
j; ŷ

t
j are the coordinates on the horizontal and

vertical axes, respectively. We collect the intersections wt
j

for a certain interval of time s, in order to consider a

representative and meaningful set of intersection points.

Hence, let us define the buffer Bt�s;t ¼ fWt0 gt�s
t0¼t as the

collection of intersection points within the temporal win-

dow s.

When a large group of people moves in the scene,

intersection points may appear in different locations of the

reference plane (image plane or ground plane) (Fig. 4).

Instantaneous people’s motion analysis (i.e., between two

consecutive instants) is noisy due to the non-rigidity of the

body, and this affects the estimation of the principal

direction of motion. Such noise is mainly generated by the

bouncing movement of people while they walk. This

problem may compromise the estimation of the rendezvous

areas by generating intersection points in incorrect loca-

tions. For example, in Fig. 4 we can identify areas with

sparse and high concentrations of intersection points over

the image.

In order to obtain a smooth and continuous spatial dis-

tribution of the rendezvous areas and to enhance areas with

high concentration of intersection points, we fit Gaussian

Mixture Models (GMM) on such intersection points.

GMMs enable us to deal with reliable estimations of spatial

concentrations of the intersection points while remaining

robust to the noise caused by spurious intersections. GMMs

are fitted on the accumulated intersection points Bt�s;t and

represent the rendezvous areas for instant t. In particular,

for each t we use an unsupervised GMM method [6] to

describe the spatial distribution of the accumulated points.

A GMM is defined as a weighted sum of Gaussian densities

given by

f ðBt�s;tÞ ¼
XMt

m¼1

pt
mN Bt�s;tjrt

m; l
t
m

� �
; ð2Þ

(a) (b)

Fig. 3 Sample frames representing the prediction lines (green lines)

drawn from displacement vectors. The red arrows intuitively

represent the direction of motion

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4 Rendezvous points on the image plane generated: a by

intersections of prediction lines and b accumulated over time. Red

arrows indicate the principal direction of people’s motion. Cyan

circles represent the accumulated intersections over time. c, d Evo-

lution of the GMMs fitted on the respective intersection points
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where Mt is the order of the mixture at time t, which can be

estimated with the Minimum Description Length (MDL)

criterion [6]. lm and rm denote the mean and covariance

parameters, respectively. pm is the weight of the mth fitted

Gaussian. The parameters and weights of the mixture are

estimated with the Expectation–Maximization (E-M)

algorithm [6].

For each t, due to the noisy principal direction, the

quantity and location of intersection points Bt�s;t varies

substantially (Fig. 4a, b), leading to variations of the

Gaussian mixture distributions (Fig. 4c, d). To increase the

robustness to such noise, we perform temporal filtering of

the modeled distributions f ðBt�s;tÞ. The distribution F t

represents the final distribution of the dynamic rendezvous

points at time t and is given by the temporal mean filtering

of f ðBt�s;tÞ within the temporal window s:

F t ¼ gðf ðBt�s;tÞÞ, where gð�Þ represents the operation of

temporal mean over the window s.

The distribution G that represents the static rendezvous

points is given by the temporal accumulation of the

dynamic centers of attention:

G ¼
XT

t¼1

F t: ð3Þ

4.2 Discussion

Limitations of the method proposed in this paper include

sensitivity to motion variations caused by the non-rigidity

of people’s movements and the fixed length of the pre-

diction lines. The latter can be improved by modulating the

length of prediction lines as a function of people’s velocity

(e.g., first order linear model). Another element of noise is

the perspective distortion introduced by the cameras.

Moreover, when a video sequence is short and the motion

pattern of each individual is constrained by other people

(e.g., a large crowd moving in one direction), the rendez-

vous area converges to an entry/exit zone. A possible way

to model such a scenario is by considering social forces

[25]. This will modify the orientation of the prediction

lines as a function of the current and future people’s

locations. For example, each point along the prediction line

can be a function of other points on the same prediction

time. Therefore, each prediction line will become a curved

line accounting for neighboring lines. The function will be

constructed following the social force model, which is

largely employed in the literature to model people’s

behavior in crowds. A similar idea was presented by Pel-

legrini et al. [51].

Unlike Poiesi et al. [53], the method proposed in this

paper uses a more generic modeling that allows its real-

time employment and it is suitable for multimodal distri-

butions (i.e., multiple areas of interest). In our 2010 work

we aimed to estimate the location of the ball in basketball

matches by analyzing the collective movement of the

players. We used a path-selection algorithm and a Kalman

filter to find the most likely location over time and to filter

out noisy measurements. Such a procedure requires the

collection of all candidate ball locations throughout the

sequence (offline) and it is not suitable for multimodal

distributions (i.e., only one area of interest can be

considered).

5 Results

5.1 Experimental setup

We validate the proposed method on six surveillance sce-

narios. In four of them people’s locations are on the image

plane, whereas two use the ground-plane locations.

The first dataset is from Camera 1 of the London Gat-

wick airport (London, UK) dataset.2 The video is com-

posed of 2,400 frames of size 720 � 576 pixels at 25Hz.

We refer to this dataset as Trecvid-Cam1. The second

dataset is iLids-Medium3 and it is composed of 4,800

frames of size 720 � 576 pixels at 25Hz. The third dataset

is TownCentre4 and it is composed of 4,500 frames of size

1,920 � 1,080 pixels at 25Hz. People’s locations are

manually annotated at the head position. The fourth dataset

is Students003 and it is composed of 5,400 frames of size

720 � 576 pixels at 25Hz. People’s locations for this

dataset are manually annotated and we use the projection

on the ground plane. The fifth dataset is PETS2009,5 which

is composed of three videos, namely S2L1, S2L2, S2L3, of

frames 794, 435, and 239, respectively, and of size 768 �
576 pixels at 7 Hz. People’s locations for this dataset are

manually annotated [1] and, as for Students003, we use the

projection on the ground plane. The principal direction is

calculated using the location difference of the annotations

frame-by-frame. The sixth dataset is Train Station of New

York Grand Central recorded from a high top-view of size

720 � 480 pixels at 23 Hz and we use the first 5,000

frames. We refer to this dataset as TrainStation and peo-

ple’s locations are extracted using the KLT tracker pro-

vided by [71]. The displacement vectors are calculated by

a frame-by-frame difference of people’s locations and

s ¼ 15.

2 iLIDS, Home Office multiple camera tracking scenario definition

(UK), 2008.
3 http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/*andrea/avss2007_d.html. Last acces-

sed: December 2013.
4 http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/ActiveVision/Research/Projects/2009

bbenfold_headpose/project.html. Last accessed: December 2013.
5 http://www.cvg.rdg.ac.uk/PETS2009/a.html. Last accessed: Decem-

ber 2013.
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We qualitatively and quantitatively evaluate the results.

The former evaluation is performed via analysis of visual

sample results, the latter by quantifying similarities as

follows. We firstly evaluate the method with the aim of

understanding its prediction capability. Similarly to [29],

we calculate the log-likelihood function between people’s

positions in multiple instants ahead of time, i.e., Pt0 with

t0 ¼ t þ c where c� 0, and the predicted rendezvous areas

at time t, i.e., f ðXtÞ. The log-likelihood function is calcu-

lated as

ln pðPt0 jpt; lt; rtÞ ¼
XN

t0

n¼1

ln
XM

m¼1

pt
mNðPt0 jrt

m; l
t
mÞ

 !

; ð4Þ

where pt; lt; rt are the parameters estimated with the E-M

algorithm from Eq. 2.

Next we assess the robustness of the method by adding

noise to people’s locations and comparing whether two

estimated rendezvous area distributions are similar to each

other. By doing this we can understand the extent of bias of

the noise on the results. We use the Symmetric Kullback–

Liebler divergence, SKL [57], which is a common way to

measure the distance between two distributions. Let G and

G0 be the two distributions to compare. The SKL diver-

gence is calculated as follows:

SKLðG;G0Þ ¼ 1

K

XK

k¼1

lnGðkÞ � 1

K

XK

k¼1

lnG0ðkÞ
�
�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�
�
; ð5Þ

where K is the number of sample data generated from G
and G0.

5.2 Dynamic rendezvous areas on the image plane

Dynamic rendezvous areas on the image plane are evalu-

ated on Trecvid-Cam1, iLids-Medium and TownCentre.

Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the results of Trecvid-Cam1,

iLids-Medium and TownCentre, respectively. Since the

camera field of views are different between the datasets, we

variate the value of c. The graphs for Trecvid-Cam1 and

iLids-Medium are generated for same values of

c ¼ 0; 10; 20; 40; 50. In TownCentre the field of view is

wider and we use c ¼ 0; 40; 50; 60; 80. The graphs show

the trend of the likelihood functions over time. The value

of the likelihood is large when the spatial distribution of

people matches correctly with that estimated with GMMs.

The trend of likelihood functions at different time delays

(according to c) shows that the estimation of the rendez-

vous areas can enable the prediction of the distribution of

people ahead of time. From the graphs, we analyze the

results when the trends of the likelihood function show

consistency over time.

As far as Trecvid-Cam1 dataset is concerned, Fig. 5

shows a group of people moving towards the door at the

end of the corridor. The estimation of the rendezvous area

provides a higher likelihood when the distribution of peo-

ple is considered 50 frames ahead. In fact, the example

shows that the concentration of people later in time is

higher in the predicted area. The predicted rendezvous area

in Fig. 5 is located slightly on the left with respect to the

door which the group of people is heading toward. This fact

is mainly due to the perspective of the camera, which

biases the perception of the people’s principal direction.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5 Log-likelihood functions of the predicted rendezvous area

calculated on Trecvid-Cam1 dataset over time. Each function

represents the likelihood between the rendezvous area f ðXtÞ and the

spatial distribution of people Pt0 ahead of time

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6 Log-likelihood functions of the predicted rendezvous area

calculated on iLids-Medium dataset over time. Each function

represents the likelihood between the rendezvous area f ðXtÞ and the

spatial distribution of people Pt0 ahead of time
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The rendezvous area on iLids-Medium (Fig. 6) is predicted

by the interest of people when the train is approaching the

station. The attention of people is in fact focused on this

element of interest and the likelihood function has a higher

value for c ¼ 50. The third case is analyzed on Town-

Centre. Figure 7 shows a group of people on the top-left

corner that is converging in the area highlighted on the

pavement. The predicted location is well localized and it is

also clear from the graph how the likelihood function has a

higher value for c ¼ 80. The predicted rendezvous area on

the right-hand side of the image is due to the motion

generated by the two people walking one behind the other.

5.2.1 Dynamic rendezvous areas on ground plane

We perform a qualitative evaluation on Students0036

(Fig. 8) and PETS20097 (Figs. 9 and 10). Some sample

frames are modified by including a border around the

image in order to analyze rendezvous areas outside the field

of view.

Figure 8 shows two examples of rendezvous areas gen-

erated by groups of people converging on the same loca-

tions. Within the magenta quadrant of Fig. 8a the

convergence location is modeled with a mixture of Gaus-

sians; there is a group of people moving from the top to the

bottom, a group moving from the bottom-left to the top-

right and a person from the right to the left. Their movement

leads to motion patterns that create a set of intersection

points that in turn generates the mode of the distribution. A

similar situation is occurring on the left-hand side of the

image (cyan quadrant). Groups of people are converging in

a common area, but since the number of people involved is

greater than the top-right one, the rendezvous area on the

left generates a mode of the distribution with a higher

amplitude. The shape of the modes depends on the spatial

distribution of the intersection points, elongated shapes are

generated by the intersection points distributed along pre-

diction lines (one component of the covariance matrix of

GMMs has a bigger magnitude than the other). These are

likely to be generated by people converging from parallel

but opposite directions, whereas circular modes are more

likely to be generated by people converging from orthog-

onal directions (components of the covariance matrix have

similar magnitude values). In fact Fig. 8b contains an

elongated mode (magenta quadrant) that is generated by

converging people with almost ‘‘parallel’’ directions. Fig-

ure 8b also shows a rendezvous area outside the field of

view (cyan quadrant) that is generated by exiting people and

gives meaningful information about the structure of the

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7 Log-likelihood functions of the predicted rendezvous area

calculated on TownCentre dataset over time. Each function represents

the likelihood between the rendezvous area f ðXtÞ and the spatial

distribution of people Pt0 ahead of time

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8 Sample results of predicted rendezvous areas on Student003.

a Two rendezvous areas predicted within the field of view, whereas

b one rendezvous area is predicted outside the field of view

6 Video results on the full sequence can be found here: ftp://motinas.

elec.qmul.ac.uk/pub/ra_results/students003_border.zip.
7 Video results on the full sequence can be found here: ftp://motinas.

elec.qmul.ac.uk/pub/ra_results/pets2009_noborder.zip.
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environment. By looking at the video of the results we can

notice that people tend to arrive from the walk path on top

of the scene and exiting at the bottom-left corner. At the

same time people coming from the right-hand side of the

scene exit at the same corner. This generates rendezvous

areas outside the field of view which enable us to guess a

likely structure of the environment (like a possible unob-

servable walk path) or to infer the intention of the con-

verging people to go in the same direction.

Figures 9 and 10 show examples of the dynamic ren-

dezvous areas extracted from PETS2009, in particular from

S2L1 (Fig. 9) and S2L2 (Fig. 10) sequences. In Fig. 9 there

is a situation where people have just met and the rendezvous

area is clearly visible in their location. The area remains

visible also when the interaction has occurred, since the

accumulation buffer still contains the intersection points

and takes almost its duration (s) to become empty. No other

rendezvous areas are detected in the image, even though

there are moving people. The difference between Fig. 9a

and b is that the former is calculated using ground-plane

people’s locations and the intersection points are extracted

on the ground plane. In the latter, the rendezvous area is

calculated using image-plane people’s locations. These

examples show how the ground-plane locations allow more

accurate estimation of rendezvous areas. In Fig. 9b the area

is larger because the straight lines of the people coming

from the lower part of the street intersect that of the person

not involved in the meeting (right-hand side in the cyan

quadrant). This is due to the perspective distortion, whereas

in real-world coordinates (ground plane) their directions do

not intersect. In Fig. 10a rendezvous areas are calculated

using ground-plane people’s locations and two rendezvous

areas are detected. In one case (cyan) people on the right-

hand side are intersecting another person coming from the

grass field before exiting the view-point. In the other case

(magenta), people coming from the top of the scene are

intersecting near the street lamp. The difference in inten-

sities between a rendezvous area with a meeting event that

actually occurred (Fig. 9a) and a rendezvous area where a

meeting did not occur are interesting to observe (Fig. 10a,

b—cyan rectangles). The intensity of the former is much

higher than that of the latter. In fact, in the latter case people

do not meet because those coming from the right-hand side

changed direction and went backward.

Later in this section, we will show that by accumulating

dynamic rendezvous areas over time we can infer addi-

tional information about the structure of the environment.

5.2.2 Static rendezvous areas on image planes

Static rendezvous areas, calculated with Eq. 3, are quali-

tatively evaluated by comparing the results with a method

similar to [44]: GMMs are applied to cluster people’s

trajectories in order to infer areas of interest (entry/exit

points). Differently from [44], we use ground-truth trajec-

tories instead of automatically computed ones. In principle,

the higher the concentration of people’s locations in a

particular area, the higher the people’s interest in such an

area should be. Figure 11a–c shows the accumulated peo-

ple’s locations and Fig. 11d–f shows the respective fitted

distributions.

In Trecvid-Cam1 (Fig. 11), three main areas can be

identified: information desk (bottom-right with highest

importance), kiosk (top-left with second most importance)

and doors (top-center with lower importance). As far as the

detected areas close to the information desk and to the

kiosk are concerned, we believe they are not of high

interest since there are no trajectories converging on those

locations. However, the GMM modeling provides two

modes in those locations given the continuous presence of

operators. The exit point detected on the doors is the only

correct one (Fig. 12a) and this is the only area detected by

the proposed method.

In iLids-Medium only one area is detected using true

people’s locations (Fig. 11e). People from the scene pass

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9 Sample results of predicted rendezvous areas on PETS2009

(S2L1) in the case of ‘‘people meet’’. The example shows the

difference in predicting a rendezvous area when a ground-plane

locations or b image plane locations are used
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with high frequency in this area and we can consider it of

interest. Here, people coming from the right (entry/exit

point of the train platform) cross people coming from either

the bottom of the image and people alighting the train.

Differently, from the results of the proposed method in

Fig. 12b, three rendezvous areas are detected. In this case,

the areas are more meaningful. The door of the train is an

important rendezvous area. When people get on the train

they all meet in the same area (at least those who have

decided to enter from that door). The same area detected

with the ground truth is also confirmed with the proposed

approach. Finally, the exit point on the top-right of the

image is correctly detected as a rendezvous area. People

who are exiting and coming from a different location on the

platform have motion converging in this area.

In TownCentre the accumulated people’s locations are

densely distributed along the left-hand pavement and this

generates the modes of the distribution with the highest

peaks (Fig. 11c). The results obtained with the proposed

method (Fig. 12c) show the main rendezvous area at the

top of the scene where people converge for exiting from the

scene, whereas at the bottom no areas are detected since the

trajectories are more sparse. Here, the perspective of the

camera is a bias for both estimations. The trajectories

appear to be highly dense in the top-left and the detected

rendezvous areas are at the vanishing point of the scene.

5.2.3 Static rendezvous areas on ground planes

Figure 13 shows the comparison between areas extracted

with people’s locations (Fig. 13a, b) and estimated with the

prediction method (Fig. 13c). We also remove the ren-

dezvous areas within the field of view in order to highlight

those outside. Static rendezvous areas are tested using

Students003 and PETS2009 since it is possible to perform

the analysis on the ground plane. Moreover, we quantita-

tively assess the robustness of the static areas in Stu-

dents003 by introducing noise to people’s locations.

From the results we can see that the main rendezvous

area is located in the center of the scene (Fig. 13c).

Looking at the modeled distribution of the trajectories in

Fig. 13b this appears to be a reasonable result. Here, the

main flows of people generate a distribution with a quasi-

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10 Sample results of predicted rendezvous areas on PETS2009

(S2L2) using ground-plane locations. Two frames (a 171 and b 186)

showing cases of rendezvous areas where people change direction

prior to reaching the expected rendezvous area

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 11 Accumulated manually annotated people’s locations over

time for a Trecvid-Cam1, b iLids-Medium and c TownCentre

datasets. High concentration areas obtained by fitting GMMs on the

accumulated people’s locations: d information desk, kiosk and exiting

door; e corridor intersection; f sidewalks and upper entry/exit area

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 12 Static rendezvous points on a Trecvid-Cam1 (exit door),

b iLids-Medium (corridor intersection, train door, entry/exit corridor)

and c TownCentre (upper entry/exit area) obtained by accumulating

the dynamic rendezvous areas over time
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cross shape and the center coincides with the peak of the

detected rendezvous area. In the same way as for the cases

discussed in Sect. 6.2.2, the mode of the distribution in the

top-right corner of Fig. 13b (white quadrant) is due to the

accumulation of static trajectory points in that area. An

interesting aspect to analyze is the minimum of the dis-

tribution located just below the mode (bottom of the white

quadrant), whereas in the same location but in Fig. 13c

there is activity in the rendezvous areas. We can infer that

it is likely that the first intention of people coming from the

main square and going toward the top-right is to stay in the

middle of the path. However, due to the presence of the

crowd, people have to deviate from the desired direction in

order to avoid each other. Moreover, the extent of the

minimum of the distribution can also be used to infer the

distance that people maintain in order not to collide. Static

rendezvous areas within the field of view in the case of

PETS2009 are not as meaningful as in Students003 since

the sequences are short and the motion patterns of the

people across them are highly structured; for example,

there can be sequences showing only a large group of

people going from one side of the scene to another, or

sequences with people moving randomly. We also use

Students003 and PETS2009 to detect rendezvous areas

outside the field of view (Figs. 13 and 14).

Rendezvous areas outside the field of view can be used

to predict structures of unobservable areas or to detect exit

locations. Figure 13d clearly shows how the two main exit

locations are detected and also that on the right-hand side

of the image the lower area is of more attention with

respect to the higher one. By looking at the video sequence

it is in fact possible to observe that the most common

behavior involves people coming from the top and from the

left part of the scene and converging to the bottom-right.

From this we can infer that there should be a path in the

bottom-right direction and, for this scene, it is of more

interest to the people. Additionally, by looking at the

modeled distribution it is also possible to infer an addi-

tional structure of the unobserved area as the bi-modality

can indicate the presence of another path that is the straight

continuation of the visible one. Conversely, there is a

single rendezvous area outside the left-hand border since

the path seems to be constrained by the tree at the bottom

and the flower box at the top. Figure 14 shows estimations

extracted from PETS2009 (S2L1 and S2L2). Figure 14a

depicts the rendezvous areas and clearly shows the effec-

tiveness of the method in detecting the areas outside the

field of view. These areas are not as large as those of

Students003 since the sequence is shorter and hence there

is a lower density of intersection points. Conversely, in

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 13 Sample frames from Student003 with a border added to the

frame to show the a density of manually annotated people’s locations;

b fitted GMMs on the people’s locations; c static rendezvous points;

d rendezvous areas outside the field of view; e static rendezvous area

calculated by adding Gaussian noise (mean = 0 m and standard

deviation = 2 m) to people’s locations and f Kullback–Leibler

divergence between c static rendezvous area without noise and static

rendezvous areas with Gaussian noise with increasing standard

deviation

(a) (b)

Fig. 14 Sample frames from PETS2009 with a border added to the

frame to show static rendezvous areas outside the field of view in the

case of the sequences (a) S2L1 and (b) S2L2
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Fig. 14b the intensity is higher, but the sequence used for

the estimation is shorter (S2L2) and contains a large group

of people exiting from the right-hand side of the scene and

a few people exiting on the left-hand side.

The quantitative evaluation of static rendezvous area

estimations, G, is performed using the Symmetric Kull-

back–Leibler (SKL) divergence (Eq. 5). Starting from a G
that is calculated without noise, we add to people’s loca-

tions gradually increasing Gaussian noise (used to estimate

the displacement vectors) in order to mimic a real scenario

with automatically generated detections. The noise has

zero mean, and the standard deviation is the same for x and

y components and equal to 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5,

1.75, 2. The noise is applied on ground-plane people’s

locations and the values are in meter units. We measure the

extent of uncertainty by calculating the SKL divergence

between G computed without noise and each G0 computed

with noisy locations. The graph in Fig. 13f shows how the

SKL divergence increases as the standard deviation

increases. This is due to the noisy people’s locations that

bias the computed direction of people while introducing

uncertainty in the estimation of the rendezvous areas. As a

matter of the fact, from Fig. 13e we can see that the ren-

dezvous area in the case of the highest standard deviation

(i.e., 2) is larger than the case without noise (Fig. 13c).

Therefore, the use of real detections can either affect the

accuracy with which the intersection points (candidate

convergence points) are accumulated in an area and the

extent of the rendezvous area modeled with GMMs.

5.2.4 Rendezvous areas from top-down views

with estimated motion patterns

TrainStation is used to evaluate the proposed method as a

fully automatic pipeline.8 The motion patterns are extrac-

ted with the KLT tracker provided by Zhou et al. [71].

Figure 15 shows two sample frames extracted from the

video results where rendezvous areas are located in the

middle of large converging groups. In this case, the largest

convergence areas are located in the right-hand part of the

scene (magenta quadrants) since the majority of the crowd

is on that side. In Fig. 16b there is a large group of people

converging to an exit location and it is clearly highlighted

by the mode of the distribution. The white quadrants show

the distributions of the rendezvous areas with clearly dif-

ferent shapes: in the case of the elongated shape we can

observe that the people are vertically distributed and con-

verging to a single direction, whereas in the case of the

circular distribution people are more spread and converg-

ing from multiple directions.

Interestingly, static rendezvous areas in Fig. 16c show

where the rendezvous areas are almost complementary to

the distribution of the people’s locations and mostly con-

centrated close to the right-hand side exit location. By

cropping the distribution of the rendezvous areas in the

center of the scene, we can highlight the rendezvous areas

outside the field of view (Fig. 16d). If we compare these

areas with the entry/exit locations manually labeled by

[71], we can observe that the approximations we obtain are

(a) (b)

Fig. 15 Predicted dynamic rendezvous areas on TrainStation

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 16 Sample frames from TrainStation with a border added to the

frame to show the a density of automatically generated people’s

locations, b fitted GMMs on the people’s locations, c static rendez-

vous points and d rendezvous areas outside the field of view. The

numbered ellipses indicate the entry/exit locations manually labeled

by [71]

8 Video results on the full sequence can be found here: ftp://motinas.

elec.qmul.ac.uk/pub/ra_results/trainstation_border_a.zip ftp://moti

nas.elec.qmul.ac.uk/pub/ra_results/trainstation_border_b.zip.
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very close to them. Locations 4 and 5 are not detected since

they are located within the image, whereas rendezvous

locations for 1 and 6 are slightly above the true location

due to the perspective distortion of the view.

5.3 Computational complexity and execution time

We measure the computational complexity and execution

time of the proposed algorithm by using a non-optimized

Matlab code. The experiments are performed with more

than 8,000 frames of TrainStation on a core Intel i5 2.4

GHz and 8Gb RAM. The execution time is measured per

frame and it is shown in Fig. 17. The main constraint to be

taken into account for the algorithmic real-time employ-

ment involves the operational computation of the rendez-

vous areas before events of interest occur. For example, in

Fig. 7 we showed a particular application where 80-frame

predictions can be computed.

At each frame t the main algorithmic steps that compute

dynamic rendezvous areas once the buffer s is full are: the

computation of the displacement vectors, the extraction of

the intersections of the straight lines (e.g., Gauss elimina-

tion method) and the unsupervised GMMs on the inter-

section points. Let s be the frame size, m the (maximum)

velocity constraint used for the computation of the dis-

placement vectors (e.g., optical flow) [39] and D the

dimension of the observations (in our case 2). At t, It is the

number of displacement vectors, Jt the number of inter-

sections and Mt is the order of the mixture. The overall

computational complexity of the proposed algorithm is

OðsmÞ þ OðIt2Þ þ Oð8JtMtÞ which corresponds to

Oðmaxðsm; It2; 8JtMtÞÞ. The complexity is time dependent

since the crowd density over the video sequence can vary

and the number of intersection points will vary

accordingly.

The computational complexity for the calculation of the

displacement vectors is linear in relation to the size of the

image as there can be correlation-based algorithms that

exploit the filter separability by using 1-D spatial search

and gradient-based algorithms [38]. Hence, displacement

vectors can be calculated with OðsmÞ operations. Moreover,

the optical flow is parallelizable and can be implemented in

real time [7, 20, 39].

The extraction of the straight line intersections is qua-

dratic as it is computed for each pair of displacement

vectors. Note that the number of displacement vectors used

in this case is usually much less than the number of motion

vectors calculated with the optical flow as the motion

vectors with a very small magnitude can be discarded. The

execution time for the computation of the intersection

points is provided as a function of the number of dis-

placement vectors and increases non-linearly as the number

of vectors increases (Fig. 17a). The parallelization is pos-

sible since the intersection points are calculated indepen-

dently for each pair of straight lines and the operations can

be distributed among different processors.

The complexity of an unsupervised GMM algorithm that

uses E-M can be Oð4DJtMtÞ [23]. The execution time for

the GMM computation increases non-linearly with the

number of intersections (Fig. 17b). The figure also shows

oscillations that are due to two factors. The first factor

involves the variation of the spatial distribution of the

intersection points. In fact, when the intersection points do

not follow Gaussian distributions, the algorithm may

require more time to estimate the parameters of the mix-

ture. The second factor involves the initialization of the

fitting algorithm that is performed randomly. The fitting

may require more execution time if the mean and covari-

ance of the mixture are initialized with values far from

those of the converging solution. This experimental evi-

dence shows us that the processing stage for the GMM

computation needs optimization, which can be addressed

with real-time solutions proposed in literature such as [18,

32, 56]. For example, the E-M algorithm for GMMs can be

parallelized. Kumar et al. [32] showed that estimating a

mixture with 16 components and 76.8K observations, by

using a GPU implementation on Geforce Quadro FX 5800

with 240 cores takes 42.4 ms. In our case, we observed that

in a crowded environment there are no more than ten

components per frame and 5K observations (intersection

points).

6 Conclusions

We proposed a method to predict dynamic and static ren-

dezvous areas. Dynamic rendezvous areas were analyzed

over time, by evaluating the likelihood of the predicted

areas with respect to the people’s locations in the future.

Static rendezvous areas were quantitatively validated by
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Fig. 17 Execution time calculated for the computation of a intersec-

tion points and b Gaussian Mixture Models. The oscillations in b are

due to the distribution of the original data (intersection points) and the

initialization of the clustering algorithm that is performed randomly
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comparing the results with people’s locations over time.

The method utilizes displacement vectors to estimate the

principal direction of people’s motion. We use the inter-

sections of prediction lines that provide us with the can-

didate rendezvous areas. Gaussian Mixture Models are

further fitted on the intersection points for a continuous and

smooth representation of the rendezvous areas. We also

exploited the algorithm to infer the structure of the envi-

ronment in locations outside the field of view of a camera

by estimating rendezvous areas in unobservable locations.

We presented a detailed survey of state-of-the-art methods

for the recognition of human interactions and provided a

list of publicly available datasets. Methods have been

divided into those exploiting the global motion of the scene

(e.g., optical flow) and those that use individual target

patterns (e.g., multi-target tracking).

We hope that the proposed idea will inspire new

research directions towards the prediction of interactions in

videos. For example, a detailed analysis of the interper-

sonal distances that aims at predicting the type of inter-

action occurring according to proxemic theory.
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